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PRACTICE DESCRIPTION
Authentic Learning is an
umbrella term that
encompasses a multitude of
instructional techniques that
enable students to learn by
doing and by experiencing
real-world application of the
academic standards.
Authentic Learning has a
high level of personal
relevance, as it bridges
student interest to the
learning experience.
Common types of authentic
include, but may not be
limited to the following:
Design Thinking, Experiential
Learning, Expeditionary
Learning, Inquiry-Based
Learning, Project-Based
Learning, Problem-Based
Learning, Simulations,
STEM Tasks, and WorkBased Learning.
This report details a K-12
public charter school with
approximately 1350 enrolled
students. Voyager Academy,
in Durham North Carolina,
is a project-based learning
focused school where
teachers design lessons with
a goal of creating life-long
learners. Projects and
assignments are focused
on a driving question that
requires students to
engage in collaboration,
communication, and critical
thinking while creating
high-quality, authentic
products and presentations.

Authentic Learning Approach
Voyager Academy is an accredited K-12 charter school. The mission
of Voyager Academy is to provide students in kindergarten through
grade twelve an academically challenging and supportive learning
environment. Staff utilizes experiential and traditional learning
strategies so that students become responsible, engaged, and
innovative members of society. The school’s expectation is that
all students, working with dedicated faculty and family, will excel
academically and socially.

Ellie Schollmeyer
Managing Director

Core Values
Confidence—Trusting in your own ability and being willing to take academic risks.
Curiosity—Eager to investigate and learn about the world around us.
Empathy—being aware of and respecting another person’s feelings, experiences,
and differences.
Reflection—using past experiences to guide future learning and decision making.
Integrity—doing the right thing and standing strong in what you believe.
Serving over 1350 students on a 20-acre Durham, NC campus, Voyager Academy was
established in 2007 and is comprised of three schools, serving approximately 100
students per grade level. The elementary school serves grades K-3, the middle school
serves grades 4-8, and the high school serves students in grades 9-12. In all grades,
students have a strong focus on technology and the arts, including performing and
visual arts. Athletics are available in grades 6-12. The Voyager Academy High School
(VAHS) reports a 95% college acceptance rate for its 2019 graduating class. Voyager
Academy High School recognizes and celebrates students who have served others as
part of their school experience. VAHS students have the opportunity to graduate as a
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Service Laureate. To be recognized, students must meet minimum requirements of
the service project identified.
Voyager Academy has won state championships in cross country, basketball,
wrestling, soccer, swimming and tennis since its opening. The athletics program
is built upon the understanding that students have the opportunity to be part of a
team with a common purpose and high standards of performance. Voyager offers
a variety of extracurricular activities and clubs, beyond their 18 athletic programs.
Extracurriculars are an important part of the school’s academic experiences. The
service oriented arts program provides many options for students, while a variety of
other experiences including Science Olympiad, student council, geography bee, the
bass fishing team, and a gospel show choir are also available.

“This was fun but a lot of work”
– o ne student reported of their
recent roller coaster project

“Students are all in different
directions, but their whole goal is
to become an expert on their topic.”
– o ne teacher shared in the
on-site interviews

At Voyager Academy, students participate in deep learning through authentic projectbased learning experiences (PBL) at all grade levels. Within these projects, students
engage in inquiry to answer and solve complex questions and real world problems
or challenges. PBL encourages Voyager students to develop 21st century skills
including collaboration, communication, and critical thinking while creating highquality, authentic products and presentations. Voyager Academy focuses projectbased instructional practices on seven essential project design elements. The design
elements include sustained inquiry, authenticity, student voice & choice, reflection,
critique & revision, creating a public product, all including a challenging problem or
driving question developed by the student.
Voyager regularly shares student work publicly, as that is part of their mission and
project-based learning strategy. Project-based learning at Voyager exemplifies the
deeper learning that happens when students engage in inquiry to solve complex
questions and real word problems. Students focus on solutions to a driving question
and regularly have choices of audience for their projects, so that the learning is
authentic, engaging, and meaningful to themselves and others.
View exhibitions of projects for each grade span using the links below:
Elementary School
Middle School
High School

Stakeholder and Community Involvement
Voyager Academy includes community engagement as a goal in their 5 year strategic
plan. The school’s focus on community engagement is to build a connected learning
community, engaging families and partners to meet the needs of all students. Voyager
seeks visibility within the Durham community by creating opportunities for students
to make a positive impact in the community, leveraging community alliances and
resources, and enhancing parent engagement. Parent enrichment nights, art shows,
performances, project exhibition nights,and engaging students with organizations
in the community that can support and enhance student projects are all part of the
regular programming at Voyager Academy.
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K-12 public charter school with
approximately 1350 enrolled
students and 150 staff members
20-acre campus
approximately 100 students
enrolled at each grade level.
employs an elementary, middle,
and high school principal and has
a 9 member board of directors.
awarded accreditation and
certification by Cognia for
outstanding achievement and
growth in meeting performance
standards for excellence in
education. Using a set of rigorous
research-based standards, the
Cognia Accreditation Process
examines the whole institution—
the program, the cultural
context, and the community of
stakeholders—to determine how
well the parts work together to
meet the needs of learners.
21% economically disadvantaged
students
94.1% graduate rate
85.3% third grade reading
proficiency
high attendance (only 7% of
students are chronically absent,
compared to NC rates of 25.8%
in 20-21)
designated as a Title I Targeted
Assistance school.
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Students engage directly with the community through their core classes and a variety
of extra curricular activities. Students regularly engage in field experiences and
interview community experts related to their projects and driving questions. During
the COVID pandemic that has been a challenge, and students have utilized online
platforms in recent months more than they have typically. However, even within the
constraints of the pandemic, students have recently prepared and distributed hygiene
kits through National Junior Honor Society, performed a talent show, engaged in
the NC Personal Finance Challenge, and are in the process of creating a student
led recycling program. In just one week in March of 2022, 8th graders presented
their projects on the Civil War to 5th graders demonstrating their knowledge and
professional presentation skills. 7th graders were learning about plants to prepare
for their upcoming garden project through a hunger games type of competition
and 6th graders were exploring the crusades. During this same week, elementary
students celebrated Science Extravaganza week, as a week of celebrating science and
engineering through hands-on experiments and field trips.
Parent enrichment nights are held regularly and are supported by the student support
team. Topics for parents to explore have included Social Media and Internet Dangers,
Nourishing Children with Picky Eating Behaviors and Gender Identity and Sexuality.
Voyager Academy offers after school enrichment programs during the school year
and summer camp for rising 1st-8th grade Voyager students and their siblings. Each
week has its own theme incorporated into crafts, activities, and games. Campers go
on weekly field trips, swim, and participate in STEM activities. Voyager also offers
Performance Grade Score History
2021 for students interested in sports, LEGO Robotics, STEM, and Ukulele/Guitar.
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Voyager Academy has maintained a Performance School Grade of B since 2014.
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Voyager has also exceeded academic growth continuously since 2016.
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Research
Authentic Learning is not a nuance in education, as it has firm theoretical foundations
dating back to Piaget in the late 1990s and Vygotsky in the early 1980s, both constructivists
who viewed true learning as a process that best occurred when the learner was doing, or
actively participating in the learning process. While authentic learning is commonplace
in many higher education settings, such as the medical field and most vocational
fields, authentic learning in the PreK-12 arena is an emerging approach (Wornyo, Klu, &
Motlhaka, 2018). The significance of authentic learning is evident: “Formal instruction in
the classroom seems to create the impression that life is highly organized and follows
steps laid down in [an] uninterrupted manner. Authentic learning reflects how we go
through life experiences by utilizing our knowledge and experiences to decide the steps
or actions that we have to take on the spot” (Wornyo, Klu, & Motlhaka, 2018).
Dr. Tony Wagner, an Innovation Education Fellow at the Technology & Entrepreneurship
Center at Harvard University perhaps best known for his text Creating Innovators:
The Making of Young People Who Will Change the World, offered several key insights
on innovation and engaging students to best prepare young people: “The capacity to
solve problems creatively is the coin of realm…Innovation is not only a team sport,
innovation demands a multidisciplinary approach to problem solving…Teachers in
more innovative schools designed interdisciplinary courses where teams worked
on real problems or big questions.”1 The culture of innovation-driven classrooms
is not a passive learning environment; instead, it is an active learning environment
where students ask questions, seek deeper learning and connections, and are
allowed to fail forward and learn from their mistakes throughout the learning process,
furthered Wagner (2020). Such attributes are indicative of authentic learning. Other
characteristics of authentic learning include the following:
• Have real-world relevance.
• Are ill-defined, requiring students to define the tasks and subtasks needed to
complete the activity.
• Comprise complex tasks to be investigated by students over a sustained
period of time.
• Provide the opportunity for students to examine the task from different
perspectives, using a variety of resources.
• Provide the opportunity to collaborate.
• Provide the opportunity to reflect.
• Can be integrated and applied across different subject areas and lead beyond
domain-specific outcomes.
• Are seamlessly integrated with assessment.
• Create polished products valuable in their own right rather than as preparation
for something else.
• Allow competing solutions and diverse outcomes.2

ADDITIONAL RESOURCE

https://www.pblworks.org/what-is-pbl
The Buck Institute of Education
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